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Abstract
According to the subjective view of lying, speakers can lie by asserting a true propo-
sition, as long as they believe this proposition to be false. This view contrasts with 
the objective view, according to which lying requires the actual falsity of the propo-
sition asserted. The aim of this paper is to draw attention to pairs of assertions that 
differ only in intuitively redundant content and to show that such pairs of assertions 
are a reason to favour the subjective view of lying over the objective one.

Keywords Definition of lying · Moore’s paradox · Moorean redundancy · Subjective 
view of lying · Objective view of lying

1 Introduction

Does lying require falsity? According to the traditional definition of lying accepted 
by many philosophers, only believed falsity matters:

A lies to B if and only if there is a proposition p such that:
(L1) A asserts p to B, and.
(L2) A believes that p is false.1

The traditional definition thus entails a subjective view of lying, on which a speaker 
can lie by asserting a true proposition, as long as the speaker believes that the 
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proposition asserted is false. Several theorists have attacked this view and have 
argued for an objective view of lying, according to which lying does require the 
actual falsity of the proposition asserted. Most objectivists hold that lying requires 
both believed falsity and actual falsity (see e.g. Coleman & Kay, 1981, Rott, 2003, 
Carson, 2006: p. 285, 2010: pp. 15–17 and Turri & Turri, 2015, 2021, Benton, 2019, 
Holguín, 2021), though some have argued that only actual falsity is required (Sweet-
ser, 1987: p. 50).

The debate between subjectivists and objectivists is dominated by arguments 
based on intuitions about individual cases. Many authors have argued for one of the 
aforementioned views by presenting cases involving a discrepancy between believed 
and actual falsity and reporting their own intuitions about these cases.2 Others have 
conducted empirical investigations to find out how ordinary speakers classify such 
cases and have argued that their findings support either a subjective or an objective 
view of lying.3 Only rarely do theorists provide arguments for one or the other view 
that are not based on individual cases.4

We would like to offer an argument for the subjective view of lying that is neither 
based on intuitions about individual cases, nor on empirical studies, but rather on 
intuitions about a class of pairs of assertions, where the first and the second asser-
tion in each pair differ only in redundant content. Intuitively, the addition of such 
content to an assertion should not make a difference to whether the assertion is a lie. 
However, we will bring out that such a difference is predicted by the objective view 
of lying, which classifies the first assertion in each pair as a non-lie, but the second 
as a lie. As the subjective view does not lead to similarly problematic predictions, 
intuitions about these pairs of assertions speak against the objective view.

2  Failed lies and Moorean redundancy

In this section, we will introduce cases of failed lies and the notion of Moorean 
redundancy, in order to characterise the relevant class of pairs assertions for which 
subjective and objective views of lying make differing predictions.

To begin with, let us consider cases for which the objective view and the subjec-
tive view deliver diverging lie-verdicts. Such cases have the following structure:

• A asserts p to B.
• A believes p to be false.

2 See e.g. Fallis (2009: p. 39), Saul (2012: pp. 5–6) and Stokke (2018: p. 34) for such case-based argu-
ments in favour of the subjective view and Carson (2006: p. 285, 2010: pp. 15–17) for a case-based 
argument in favour of the objective view. Holguín (2021) argues that the infelicity of certain sentences 
supports the objective view.
3 See e.g. Coleman & Kay (1981), Turri and Turri (2015, 2021) and Wiegmann et al (2016). An over-
view of relevant studies is provided by Wiegmann & Meibauer (2019).
4 But see Augustine (395) and Bolzano (1810) for brief arguments in favour of the subjective view, and 
Turri & Turri (2021: p. 758) in favour of the objective view. Bolzano’s argument is discussed by Künne 
(2019: pp. 224–225).
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• p is in fact true.

For the purpose of illustration, consider the following case:

On a Saturday morning, Adam wants to watch a movie with Berta. Berta, 
however, would rather visit a national park if it is not raining. Hence, Adam 
looks at his weather app, which shows no rain in the region of the national 
park. Despite believing that it is not raining, Adam tells Berta that it is raining. 
Unbeknownst to Adam, the weather app is not working properly and it is actu-
ally raining.
In short:
Berta: ‘Is it raining?’
Adam, believing that it is not raining: ‘It is raining.’
In fact, it is raining.

One might refer to the assertions in these kinds of cases as failed lies. The objec-
tive view entails that the fact that p is true prevents A’s assertion from being a lie. 
Accordingly, these assertions might be described as failed lies because a lie was 
attempted but the assertion failed to be a lie. By contrast, the subjective view entails 
that believed-false assertions are lies—even if they are actually true. So, from the 
perspective of the subjective view, such assertions are really lies. Nonetheless, they 
can be described as failed because the speaker intends to assert something false but 
fails to do so. This, in turn, means that the speaker will not achieve her aim of caus-
ing a false belief in the addressee.

Next, we want to draw attention to assertions that are very similar to the failed 
lies we just considered and differ from them only through the addition of certain 
redundant content. To do so let us take a brief look at assertions that exhibit the phe-
nomenon known as Moore’s paradox (MP). Such assertions come in two different 
forms. In the omissive variant, they have the following form:

p & I do not believe that p. (E.g., ‘It is raining and I do not believe that it is 
raining’).

In the commissive variant, the form is as follows:

p & I believe that not-p. (E.g., ‘It is raining and I believe that it is not raining’).

Let us call assertions of both kinds Moorean assertions and let us refer to the 
first half of these assertions (‘p’) as the fact-part, and to the second half (‘I do not 
believe that p’ and ‘I believe that not-p’, respectively) as the belief-part.

Moorean assertions are considered to be paradoxical because as assertions (as 
a move in a conversation) they are absurd and infelicitous, although they might 
well be true. While the jury is still out on how to best resolve this paradox, it is 
widely agreed that Moorean assertions involve some kind of contradiction, even 
though there is no contradiction in the content of what is asserted or believed.5 To 

5 See Moore (1942, 1944) for the original presentation of the paradox and Williams (2015) for a recent 
overview of responses.
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distinguish a contradiction in content, e.g., ‘p & not-p’, from the kind of contradic-
tion that is triggered by Moorean assertions, let us call the former a content con-
tradiction and the latter a Moorean contradiction. A content contradiction of ‘p & 
not-p’ can be resolved by removing the negation included in the second part of the 
conjunction, leading to redundancy of the asserted content in the form of ‘p & p’. 
This observation suggests that removing or cancelling out the negation in the second 
part (the belief-part) of Moorean assertions could lead to a certain kind of redun-
dancy, which might be called Moorean redundancy.6

Moorean assertions of the omissive form can be transformed into what we will 
call redundant assertions by modifying the belief-part from ‘I do not believe that p’ 
to ‘I believe that p’, resulting in:

p & I believe that p. (E.g., ‘It is raining and I believe that it is raining’).

Moorean assertions of the commissive variant can be turned into redundant asser-
tions by adding a negation to the belief-part:

p & I do not believe that not-p. (E.g., ‘It is raining and I do not believe that it 
is not raining’).

These assertions raise a puzzle that is similar to the original Moorean paradox: as 
assertions they are infelicitous or at least odd, although the truth-value of the fact-
part and the belief-part might differ. The puzzle differs from the original paradox in 
that the infelicity or oddness is due to redundancy, not contradictoriness.7

Now let us apply Moorean redundancy to cases of failed lies in order to create 
cases of redundant failed lies. First, the redundancy derived from the omissive ver-
sion of MP. In such a case, the speaker not only asserts p, but additionally asserts 
that she believes p. In our example:

Berta: ‘Is it raining?’.
Adam, believing that it is not raining: ‘It is raining and I believe that it is rain-
ing.’
In fact, it is raining.

By adding ‘and I believe that it is raining’, Adam indeed seems to add only redun-
dant information to his assertion that it is raining. The same picture arises if we 
apply Moorean redundancy derived from the commissive version of the MP. Now, 
the speaker not only asserts p, but additionally that he does not believe not-p. In our 
example:

Berta: ‘Is it raining?’.

7 While the infelicity is present in most ordinary assertoric contexts, there are some special contexts 
in which it disappears, as an anonymous reviewer pointed out. For example, in a profession of faith, it 
would be felicitous to make an assertion of the following kind: ‘Jesus is my Lord and Saviour, and I 
believe Jesus is my Lord and Saviour.’ We will be concerned with ordinary assertoric contexts for now, 
but will return to felicitous redundancies below.

6 This label is used by Gibbons (2013: p. 279), who provides a brief discussion of the matter. Also see 
Freitag & Yolcu (2021) for a recent discussion of Moorean redundancy.
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Adam, believing that it is not raining: ‘It is raining and I do not believe that it 
is not raining.’
In fact, it is raining.

Again, the added material ‘and I do not believe that it is not raining’ is redundant.
Just like other assertions involving Moorean redundancy, redundant failed lies of 

the kind described sound infelicitous or odd, and this infelicity or oddness can be 
traced back to the redundancy: an utterance of ‘It is raining and I believe that it is 
raining,’ sounds infelicitous or odd because of the addition of redundant material.

It is a different question why the additions sound redundant and thus lead to infe-
licity. Although we do not want to commit to an answer to this question, it is worth 
considering central views of assertion to outline the space of possible answers.

Probably the most straightforward account of Moorean redundancy is offered by 
expressive accounts of assertion, such as that offered by Bach and Harnish (1979: 
p. 42). Bach & Harnish hold that to assert p simply is to express the belief p (and 
the intention that the hearer believe p). On such an account of assertion, it is obvi-
ous why the additions in both the omissive and the commissive versions do not add 
anything that was not already expressed be the original assertion. If a speaker has 
asserted p and thereby expressed that she believes p, then it is redundant to follow 
up with an assertion that she believes p (or does not believe not-p).

Expressive accounts of assertion belong to a larger class of representational 
views of assertion, which entail that in asserting p, the speaker represents herself 
as believing p. In general, representational views have little difficulty accounting 
for the impression of redundancy. The explanation goes along the lines just given: 
if a speaker has represented herself as believing p (through asserting p), then it is 
clearly redundant to subsequently assert that she believes p (or does not believe 
not-p).8 Representationalism about assertion is directly defended by Black (1952) 
and Davidson (1984: p. 268) and it is entailed by the views of Unger (1975: pp. 
253–270) and Slote (1979: p. 185), who hold that in asserting p speakers represent 
themselves as knowing p. If Benton and van Elswyk (2020: Sect. 3) are right, then 
theories positing a knowledge norm of assertion (e.g. Williamson, 2000) must also 
be construed as representational. There is thus a large group of views of assertion 
that can easily explain Moorean redundancy.

How about Stalnaker’s (1999) common ground approach and commitment-based 
accounts of assertion in the vein of Peirce (1934) and Brandom (1983)? For these 
accounts, the explanation of the felt redundancy is not quite as straightforward, but 
still explanations do seem to be available, as we briefly wish to indicate. According 
to Stalnaker, an assertion of p is a proposal to update the common ground with p. 
Common ground, in turn, is spelled out as follows:

It is common ground that p in a group if all members accept (for the purpose 
of the conversation) that p, and all believe that all accept that p, and all believe 
that all believe that all accept that p, etc. (Stalnaker, 2002: p. 716)

8 For a related expressivist solution see Freitag & Yolcu (2021: p. 16).
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So, on Stalnaker’s view, an assertion of p is a proposal to mutually accept p. 
Here it is important that the relevant attitude is acceptance, not belief. This makes 
explaining Moorean redundancy less straightforward. But we can make progress 
by appealing to Yalcin’s notion of conversational tone:

An attitude is the conversational tone of a group of interlocutors just in case 
it is common knowledge in the group that everyone is to strike this attitude 
towards the propositions which are common ground. (Yalcin, 2007: p. 1008)

In many conversations, the conversational tone is belief. If it is, then an asser-
tion of p is a proposal to mutually believe p. But if a speaker has already made 
this proposal, it is redundant to subsequently propose to mutually believe that the 
speaker (who is of course a member of the conversational group) believes p (or 
does not believe not-p). So, on the Stalnakerian approach to assertion, Moorean 
redundancy can be explained for assertions featuring belief as a conversational 
tone.

This leaves commitment-based accounts of assertion. According to such 
accounts, asserters take on a commitment to defend the content of their asser-
tions. A speaker who asserts p takes on a commitment to defend p if challenged. 
How can commitment-based accounts explain Moorean redundancy? One impor-
tant observation here is that one “would not normally undertake a commitment to 
vindicate entitlement to a proposition one does not believe is true” (MacFarlane, 
2011: p. 94, see also Rescorla, 2009). This observation justifies why, in general, 
if someone asserts p, we assume that the asserter believes p and does not believe 
not-p (unless we have reasons to doubt the asserter’s sincerity). But if commit-
ment-based accounts can explain why this assumption is licensed, then they can 
also explain the felt redundancy: it is redundant to assert something the addressee 
will assume anyway.

Of course, more has to be said for a full defence of these explanations, espe-
cially on behalf of common ground or commitment-based views of assertion. 
How can the Stalnakerian approach explain Moorean redundancy when the 
conversational tone is not belief? Is there an impression of redundancy in these 
cases? These are interesting questions, but we will not pursue them any further 
here, as the explanation of the felt redundancy is not of central importance in the 
current context.

We now have all the ingredients required to specify the relevant class of pairs 
of assertions that serves as the basis for our argument for the subjective view of 
lying. Each pair in this class features two assertions: the first is a failed lie, an 
assertion the speaker believes to be false but that is actually true; the second dif-
fers from the first only through the addition of Moorean redundant content, which 
is either derived from the omissive or the commissive version of the correspond-
ing Moorean assertion. We can return to our concrete example once more to illus-
trate the assertions in each pair of the class. One pair consists of an assertion of 
(1) as a failed lie is and an assertion of (2) as its redundant counterpart (derived 
from the omissive version of the corresponding Moorean assertion):
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(1) It is raining.
(2) It is raining and I believe that it is raining.

A second pair consists of an assertion of (1) as a failed lie is and an assertion of 
(3) as its redundant counterpart (derived from the commissive version of the corre-
sponding Moorean assertion):

(1) It is raining.
(3) It is raining and I do not believe that it is not raining.

In considering pairs of assertions of this kind (i.e. the pair of (1) and (2) or the 
pair of (1) and (3)), we have the strong intuition that the first assertion of each pair 
is a lie if and only if the second assertion of the pair is a lie. Intuitively, the two 
assertions in each pair do not seem to differ in a way that matters for the question of 
whether or not they are lies.9

3  Failed lies and Moorean redundancy: subjective vs. objective views 
of lying

Now let us consider how the subjective and the objective view classify pairs of 
failed lies and their redundant counterparts. According to the subjective view, a 
speaker lies with both assertions of each pair. As mentioned above, the subjective 
view counts cases of (simple) failed lies as lies, as it entails that the actual truth 
of an assertion is irrelevant to whether or not the assertion is a lie. (Failed lies are 
failed because the speaker aims to assert something false, but fails to do so). If Adam 
asserts that it is raining while believing that it is not raining, he is lying, regardless 
of whether or not it is in fact raining. The addition of the Moorean redundant mate-
rial ‘and I believe that p’ or ‘and I do not believe that not-p’ changes nothing about 
this verdict: if the speaker is lying in the first assertion of a pair, she is also lying in 
the second assertion of the pair.10 And this seems to be the right result, given the 
intuitions we have just reported.

The objective view, however, leads to a different prediction. In the first asser-
tion of each pair, the truth of p prevents the speaker from lying: the requirement 
of asserting an actual falsehood is not met. (Failed lies are failed because they fail 

9 This intuition is shared by a range of people with whom we have discussed the cases, as well as by 
two anonymous reviewers. One anonymous reviewer did not share the intuition and, as a result, was 
not swayed by our argument for the subjective view. We acknowledge that intuitions on the matter are 
unlikely to be univocal. However, we do think that there are reasons to believe that the intuition in ques-
tion is widely held and that this suffices for present purposes. To confirm this view, an empirical study 
would be needed, which we do hope to carry out, but which goes beyond the scope of this paper.
10 To rule out potential problems arising from cases in which speakers believe p to be false but do not 
believe that they believe p to be false, we can restrict our attention to cases in which speakers do have 
the right introspective beliefs, i.e. cases in which they correctly believe that they believe p to be false. 
Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for alerting us to this point.
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to be lies). In the second assertion of each pair, the speaker additionally asserts the 
belief-part ‘and I believe that p’ (or ‘and I do not believe that not-p’). Since the 
belief-part (and thus the entire assertion) is false—the fact that it is actually raining 
does not prevent the assertion of ‘It is raining and I believe that it is raining’ or ‘It is 
raining and I do not believe that it is not raining’ from being false—the requirement 
of actual falsity is now met. The objective view is thus committed to different lie-
verdicts for pairs of failed lies and their Moore-redundant counterparts: adding the 
Moorean redundant material suffices to turn a non-lie into a lie.

Here it is worth emphasising that these problematic verdicts do not concern indi-
vidual cases, but a whole class of pairs of cases: whenever there is a pair of asser-
tions of a failed lie and a corresponding redundant failed lie, the objective view clas-
sifies the former as a non-lie and the latter as a lie.11 On the face of it, this is a strong 
reason against the objective view and in favour of the subjective view.

4  Objectivist objections

Are there ways to resist the argument? To begin with, adherents of the objective 
view of lying might object that that verdicts about redundant assertions should not 
be given much weight because of their infelicity. Rather, only felicitous assertions 
should be considered in evaluating definitions of lying. In response, we would like 
to make two points.

Firstly, it is not clear that only felicitous assertions matter for definitions of lying. 
It seems quite possible that a single assertion is both infelicitous and a lie. For exam-
ple, if a speaker makes a grammatical mistake while asserting something she (cor-
rectly) believes to be false, then her assertion might be infelicitous. But this infelic-
ity arguably does not prevent her utterance from being a lie—a lie that a definition 
should classify as such. For example, if Adam’s command of English is less than 
perfect and he utters ‘Raining it is,’ while (correctly) believing that it is not raining, 
then he has arguably lied, although his utterance is infelicitous. In that case, how-
ever, it is unclear why things should be any different for redundant assertions.

Secondly, there are assertions which are very similar to the redundant assertions 
we have been considering, but which under the right circumstances are felicitous. 
For such assertions, the two conjuncts of the assertion have to be put into separate 
sentences.12 This leads to the following general structure:

p. I believe that p. (E.g., ‘It is raining. I believe that it is raining’).

And it leads to the following variant of our concrete example:

Berta: ‘Is it raining?’.
Adam, believing that it is not raining: ‘It is raining. I believe that it is raining.’

11 Here we are still restricting our attention to cases in which speakers have the right introspective 
beliefs.
12 As mentioned above, there are also special contexts (e.g. professions of faith) in which the single-
sentence examples are felicitous.
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In fact, it is raining.

In such cases, adding the second sentence to the assertion need not lead to infelic-
ity: for example, if the speaker uses the second sentence to reinforce (insist on) what 
is asserted with the first sentence, it might be completely fine as a contribution to a 
conversation. However, even if we consider pairs of assertions and corresponding 
two-sentence assertions (involving a redundant reinforcement), it seems intuitively 
wrong to classify the first as non-lies and the second as lies.13 Moreover, a similar 
problem then seems to arise within redundant assertions involving two sentences. If 
both parts of the assertion are evaluated separately, then the objective view classifies 
the first as a non-lie and the second as a lie, which again seems to go against intui-
tions on the matter.

According to a second objection, the objective view is right to treat the first and 
second assertion in each pair differently, as there is a difference in what is said that 
matters for whether or not an utterance is a lie.14 A natural starting point of this 
objection is the view that the contents of lies have to be said, where the notion of 
what is said is construed in a narrow manner so as to exclude conversational impli-
catures. This view has been defended e.g. by Fallis (2009), Saul (2012) and Stokke 
(2018), who thereby aim to hold apart cases of lying and cases of mere mislead-
ing. The idea is that the distinction between lying and mere misleading aligns with 
the distinction between saying and conversationally implicating: liars say something 
they believe to be false, while misleaders put forward a believed-false implicature. 
Given this view of lying, the objective view might be defended as follows: While the 
first assertion of each pair somehow conveys the content that the speaker believes p, 
this content is a conversational implicature; what is said by the assertion is merely p, 
and this content is believed to be false, but not in fact false. By contrast, the second 
assertion of each pair is used to say that the speaker believes p, which is in fact false. 
Recalcitrant intuitions notwithstanding, the objective view thus correctly captures 
a difference within in each pair: the first assertion is merely misleading, while the 
second is a lie.

While this seems like a natural initial reaction on behalf of the objective view, 
there are two reasons why we do not think that it is promising. Firstly, there is evi-
dence that the first assertion in each pair does not merely conversationally implicate 
that the speaker believes p.15 After all, it is widely held that conversational impli-
catures must be cancellable: if a content p is put forward as a conversational impli-
cature by an utterance of a certain sentence, it must be possible to felicitously utter 
the same sentence (in the same context) with an added ‘but not p’ or ‘but I don’t 

13 It might also be possible to use the second sentence to weaken the original assertion or to clarify the 
weakness of the original assertion. In such cases, the objective view also leads to counterintuitive results: 
while it classifies the simple assertion of p as a non-lie, it classifies the weakened assertion as a lie. But 
if verdicts can differ between the simple assertion and the weakened assertion, surely only the opposite 
distribution of verdicts is plausible (according to which the simple assertion is a lie, while the weakened 
assertion is a non-lie).
14 Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising this objection.
15 Note that Grice considers this possibility and rejects it: “On my account, it will not be true that when I 
say that p, I conversationally implicate that I believe that p” (Grice, 1989: p. 42).
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mean to imply p’ (cf. Zakkou, 2018: p. 7). But in the current case that clearly isn’t 
possible: after all, adding the cancellation clauses leads us straight to Moore-para-
doxical sentences. In our example, these would be the infelicitous ‘It is raining, but I 
don’t believe it is raining’ and ‘It is raining, but I don’t mean to imply that I believe 
it is raining’. That is strong evidence that that the first assertion in each pair does 
not merely conversationally implicate that the speaker believes p, but conveys this 
content in a different manner. Even if it is granted that the contents of lies have to 
be said, where what is said excludes conversational implicatures, the objection thus 
does not succeed: the first assertion in each pair does not conversationally implicate 
that the speaker believes p, and thus does not fit with standard cases of misleading.16

Secondly, the view that ties lying to what is said has come under attack recently: 
it has been argued that the content of a lie need not be said and can, indeed, be a 
conversational implicature. For instance, Viebahn (2017) argues that it is possible 
to lie while speaking non-literally (for instance using metaphorical or hyperbolical 
language), and that this is a reason to reject the requirement that the content of a lie 
has to be said. Instead, lying should be defined in terms of communicative commit-
ment (i.e. liars have to commit to something they believe to be false), where com-
mitment is spelled out in a way that does not require speakers to say p in order to be 
committed to p (cf. Viebahn, 2021). So, for the objection to go through, adherents of 
the objective view would not only have to show that the speaker in the first assertion 
of each pair does not say that she believes p, but also that lying should indeed be 
captured in terms of what is said.17

A third potential objection takes the opposite route and argues that, contrary to 
what our argument assumes, the objective view need not classify the first and sec-
ond assertion in each pair differently. An initially promising way of supporting such 
an objection looks to the phenomenon of indirect assertion. While it is commonly 
assumed that assertion has to be “open, explicit and direct” (Pagin, 2016), several 
theorists have argued that assertion can be indirect (cf. Bach & Harnish, 1979: p. 
70ff., Green, 2017 and García-Carpintero, 2018). If indirect assertion is possible, 
which we do not wish to rule out, a speaker who directly asserts p might thereby 

16 The anonymous reviewer argued that different versions of the objection are possible, according to 
which the first assertion in each pair is not used to conversationally implicate that the speaker believes 
p, but rather carries a conventional implicature with this content or conveys it in yet another way. We 
are doubtful that conventional implicatures are of help to the objectivist here: those theorists who have 
discussed conventional implicatures in the context of the lying-misleading distinction (such as Stokke, 
2017) hold that conventional implicatures do belong to what is said and can be used to lie; in that case, 
however, the objectivist would have to classify failed lies as lies, which goes against the spirit of the 
view. (We discuss this option below). It may be possible to argue that the proposition that the speaker 
believes p is conveyed in yet some other way that does not turn the first assertion into a lie (on the objec-
tive view of lying), but (as far as we can tell) none of the existing accounts of lying makes room for this 
possibility, and thus we will move on for now.
17 Indeed, it might be argued that the cases of this paper provide further reasons not to rely on the notion 
of what is said in defining lying, given that a difference in what is said (between the two assertions of 
each pair in our class) does not lead to an intuitive difference about whether or not the speaker has lied. 
While we take an argument of this kind to be promising, we cannot pursue it any further here.
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indirectly assert that she believes p. In this way, it might be argued that, even on the 
objective view, the speaker can be classified as lying when making a believed-false 
assertion in cases of failed lies.18

However, doing so would come at the price of treating failed lies as cases of 
lying, which would defeat the main purpose of the objective view. Could the objec-
tive view resist the argument by treating both kinds of cases as not involving a false-
hood? This attempt seems even less promising, because it is hard to deny that an 
assertion of ‘I believe that p’ is false when the speaker does not believe that p—the 
fact that p is actually true is irrelevant for the question of whether or not ‘I believe 
that p’ is false. Hence, the objective view seems committed to treating pairs of failed 
lies and their redundant counterparts differently.

According to the fourth and final objection we will consider here, our paper fails 
to make a significant contribution to the debate between subjectivists and objectiv-
ists, as objectivism is already faced with a number of recalcitrant intuitions about 
cases that have been discussed in the literature.19 While we agree that there are other 
cases and intuitions that do not fit well with objectivism, we think this objection, 
too, lacks force. For one thing, the cases and intuitions we discuss do differ from 
those to be found in the literature. Most existing discussions of the matter focus on 
individual cases in which speakers assert something they incorrectly believe to be 
false. Intuitions about such cases are then expressed, which in many cases align with 
subjectivism and in some cases with objectivism (cf. the articles mentioned in foot-
note 2). While arguments of this kind might appear similar at first sight, they are 
crucially different from our argument. To see why, let us make the two lines of argu-
ment as parallel as possible. The standard subjectivist strategy could be stated as the 
claim that there is no intuitive difference between the following two cases:

S believes it is not raining. S believes that it is not raining.
S says: ‘It is raining.’ S says: ‘It is raining.’
It is actually raining. It is actually not raining.

With respect to this pair, subjectivists claim that whether or not it is actually raining 
should not make a difference for the question of whether the speaker lied. Objectiv-
ists deny this and hold that there is an intuitive difference. By contrast, the difference 
between the pairs we use concerns what the speaker says, while the other facts stay 
the same.

Secondly, the intuitions we discuss do not concern individual cases or pairs of 
cases, but rather a class of pairs of assertions, as we note above. This is another 
contrast with the existing discussions on the matter, which are based on individual 
cases. So while it is true that certain recalcitrant intuitions troubling the objective 

18 This objection is incompatible with the view that ties lying to what is said, but could be combined 
with recent commitment-based approaches, such as those defended by Viebahn (2020, 2021) and Reins 
& Wiegmann (2021).
19 This objection was put forward by an anonymous reviewer.
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view have been discussed before, these are not the kinds of intuitions discussed here. 
Moorean redundancy leads to an additional problem for the objective view, and not 
merely to a different version of a problem that was already known.

5  Conclusion

To sum up, we have argued for the subjective view of lying and against the objective 
view of lying by considering pairs of assertions, where a speaker (who incorrectly 
believes p to be false) either asserts only p or redundantly adds to this assertion that 
he believes p/does not believe not-p. While the redundant addition might make a 
difference for some aspects of the overall assertion (in particular for its felicity), it 
is intuitively irrelevant for the question whether the speaker has lied. The subjective 
view of lying accords with this judgement, classifying both assertions as lies. For 
the objective view, however, the redundant addition is important: it can turn a non-
lie into a lie. In our view, this is a reason to reject the objective view of lying and to 
accept the subjective view.
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